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1.Industry Background
1.1 Blockchain

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE BLOCKCHAIN LAYER
The key to blockchain is strong fundamentals on the Layer 11 blockchain that forms the bedrock on which the
entire blockchain ecosystem is built upon.

In order to experiment with exciting new protocols and push the boundaries of blockchain technology, layer 1
blockchain:

● must be reliable, secure and ultra scalable
● offer low cost, high speed and effortless scale
● empower developers to bring their projects to life with an integrated ecosystem
● offer a seamless and user-friendly experience for users

Current Layer 1 Solutions
DECENTRALIZATION

● Decentralization means putting control in the user’s hands.
● Some decentralized blockchains like Solana are not fully decentralized. 48% of the tokens in Solana’s

Proof-of-Stake model are concentrated in the hands of ‘insiders’ who are the team members, early
investors and VCs. The basic Proof-of-Stake model puts power into the hands of the investors and
team, not the users.

SECURE
● Speed and scalability should not come at the expense of security.
● The faster layer 1 solutions today achieve speed at the expense of security. The Proof-of-Stake model

used by Solana and Avalanche results in these blockchain having very low Nakamoto Coefficients. The
Nakamoto Coefficient represents the number of validators (nodes) that would have to collude together to
attack the network. Solana has a Nakamoto coefficient of 19 out of 1,249 validators and Avalanche has
a Nakamoto coefficient of 26 out of 1,188 validators.

BUILT TO BE SCALABLE FROM THE START2

● The future cannot be built on unstable foundations
● The most popular existing layer 1 solutions like Ethereum lack scalability because they were not built

with scalability in mind from the beginning. While Ethereum is building layer 2 solutions to improve
scalability, it does not solve the main issues like high gas fees when the layer 1 network is congested.

——————————————————————————————————

1 Layer 1:The blockchain can be divided into different layers based on different features, i.e., Layer 1, Layer 2
and Layer 3.

Layer 1 is the base underlying foundation layer of blockchain, Ethereum, Bitcoin, BNB Chain and Alyx are all
layer 1 blockchains.

Layer2 is a scaling layer, including general purpose scaling and trustless scaling (rollups). A layer 2 is a separate
blockchain that extends Layer1 Blockchain and inherits the security guarantees of Layer1 Blockchain.

Layer 3 is the customization layer for blockchain, i.e., customized functionality like privacy, customized scaling,
weakly-trusted scaling (validiums) and etc.
You can refer to the link for more info:"Vitalik Buterin:What kind of layer 3s make sense? (Sep 17, 2022)".
Available at Vitalik Buterin's website: https://vitalik.ca/general/2022/09/17/layer_3.html

2 There is a term “blockchain trilemma” which is coined by Vitalik Buterin,  that proposes a set of three main
issues(Decentralization, Secure and Scalability) that developers encounter when building blockchains.Refer to
“Appendix A：Blockchain Trilemma” for more information.
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1.2 Web3

Web33 is the vision for a new and better decentralized Internet of the future.It is the 3rd generation of the
Evolution of Web Technologies as shown as below:

Evolution of Web technologies

Web1 Web2 Web3

Web1 technologies include core
web protocols: TCP, HTML, HTTP
and SMTP. They are mostly
read-only, with information being
fed to users. There is no
interaction between the user and
the protocols. Web1 applications
were designed in the spirit of
openness and inclusiveness.
Anyone could build on top of them
without anyone’s permission.

Web2 shifted the focus to
user-published content. Interaction
between users and protocols
increased in Web2. Web2’s
business model depended on
building proprietary, closed
protocols on top of the Internet’s
open ones. Companies like Meta,
Google, Twitter etc own the
protocols which collect user data
and sell them to advertisers.

Web3 uses open source protocols like
Web1 but these protocols are
collectively owned by users through
crypto economics, skipping the
intermediaries of Web2. Web3
protocols are independent of traditional
organizations and are based on smart
contract codes. Access is
permissionless and users gain rewards
by participating and contributing to the
protocol.

Users want control and open, transparent, decentralized, peer-to-peer products & services.
Web3 utilizes blockchain decentralized technology and cryptocurrencies to give power and ownership back to
creators and users. It is also the key spirit & value and Core Features of Web3:

Core Features of Web3

Core Features of Web3 Details

Decentralized
The Internet will no longer be controlled and owned by
centralized entities, with ownership distributed amongst its
builders and users.

Permissionless
Everyone gets equal access and opportunity to participate
in Web3, and no one is excluded.

Native payments

Cryptocurrencies are used for payments and transactions
executed by smart contracts without having to rely on the
outdated infrastructures of banks and payment
processors.

Trustless
The new Internet operates using incentives and economic
mechanisms instead of relying on trusted third-parties.

Web 3.0 Decentralized Applications now focus on various fields, like DID, DAO4, payment, virtual world, etc.

——————————————————————————————————

3 The term Web3 was coined in 2014 by Gavin Wood in “Gavin Wood: What the world of Web3.0 should look like”
(Originally entitled “Dapps: What Web 3.0 Looks Like” and published April 17, 2014 on Gavin Wood’s blog,
Insights Into a Modern World).

You can also refer to the link to get further info:"Gavin Wood: Why We Need Web 3.0(Sep 13, 2018)." Available
at https://gavofyork.medium.com/why-we-need-web-3-0-5da4f2bf95ab

"Weyl, Eric Glen and Ohlhaver, Puja and Buterin, Vitalik, Decentralized Society: Finding Web3's Soul (May 10,
2022)."  Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=4105763

4 DID: Decentralized Identifier, DAO:decentralized autonomous organization
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2. Alyx Chain

2.1 Introduction

Alyx is a high-throughput, high availability blockchain protocol for Web3.

Besides high TPS performance, Alyx is a fully interoperable blockchain that will:

● Prioritize seamless usability and frictionless onboarding for developers and users of the web3 era
● Offer super scalability and enhanced cross chain compatibility with the Ethereum smart contracts and

ecosystem
● Provide a strong and secure foundation for the next generation of decentralized applications
● Unlock the potential of zero knowledge (zk) as a breakthrough technology for the new Internet

Alyx Chain will also bring new perspectives and paradigms to:
● Ownership
● Censorship resistance
● Identity
● DAOs
● Payments
● All other emerging decentralized applications

2.2 Mission
With the popularity of crypto increasing everyday, everyone has already seen the explosive growth of DeFi, NFT,
GameFi and SocialFi projects amongst many other decentralized applications.The next wave of technological
innovations along with the emergence of new sectors of the economy will be built on decentralized technology
and Web3. The future of decentralized applications will be supported by a permissionless, open source,
zero-knowledge cryptography-enabled network.

However, there are still some gaps between ideal and reality. I.e., Web3 topics are extremely hot, but actually the
definition and future of Web3 is diverse and not clear enough to have a global standard.
In order to bridge or even close the gap, Alyx is committed to building a high-throughput, EVM
compatible,Cross-Chain interoperable,the strongest and most robust base layer 1 blockchain protocol for Web3,
with the following key efforts:

● Rapidly grow the network and ecosystem.
● find, attract and support more high-potential developers and innovative projects.

● concentrate on technical features innovations(i.e., high performance solution, Zero-knowledge proof
technique, and etc.) and infrastructure exploration & research to support Web3.

2.3 Performance
Transaction Per Second: 5000+
Average block interval: 3s
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2.4 Consensus Mechanism
PoSA(Proof-of-Staked-Authority) consensus mechanism is a permissionless consensus algorithm powered by
decentralized, carbon-negative infrastructure.It has the characteristics of low transaction cost, low transaction
delay, and high transaction concurrency. The maximum number of validators supported is 21.

There are many consensus mechanisms. The mainstream mechanisms people often heard of were
PoW(Proof-of-Work), PoA(Proof-of-Authority), PoS(Proof-of-Stake). PoW uses computing power to mine and
maintain the network. PoA uses a validator mechanism, but some people consider this to be in the process of
PoA. The PoA might show better performance in other fields. However, it lacks decentralization.
PoSA(Proof-of-Staked-Authority) is the mechanism Alyx is currently operating. It combines the characteristics of
PoA and PoS.

Alyx has limited validators since blocks are produced after being verified by a certain number of validators. The
validators take turns to generate blocks, similar to the way PoA. One can become a validator through staking to
participate in the governance of Alyx.

2.5 Economic Model
The endogenous token on the chain is ALYX, Total Supply is 10 Billion.The transactions consume ALYX as
gas fees. Miners pledge ALYX to become validator nodes. The reward of nodes is gas fees, which are distributed
according to the mortgage proportion.

2.6 Cross-Chain
Assets such as BTC, ETH, and stable coins can be mapped to Alyx by an asset bridge. The realization method is
to lock a certain number of tokens on the original chain then generate a corresponding number of tokens on Alyx.
Alyx encourages developers to provide a more decentralized cross-chain solution.
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2.7 Meta Transaction
The meta-transaction function is supported, which allows users to reduce gas fees stepwise, and Alyx will cover
the payment of the reduced part. The meta-transaction function allows to minimize the migration cost of DApp
developers, as well as to effectively reduce the cost of DApp users.

2.8 Alyx Technical Characteristics
An open and decentralized network to maintain the security of the network and assets.

● High Performance and low gas fees.
High network throughput  (5000+ TPS for now, theoretically 10,000+ TPS with new high performance

solution adoption in the future) on layer 1 mainnet and low gas fees
● Full EVM Compatibility

Support the programmability of EVM, the compatibility of smart contracts to reduce development or
migration costs.

● Meta-transaction function:
gas fee reduction, effectively reducing the cost of developers and users on the chain.

● Cross-Chain Interoperability

Compatible with multiple blockchains, developers can build applications with cross-chain functionality

● PoSA(Proof-of-Staked-Authority)

Permissionless consensus algorithm powered by decentralized, carbon-negative infrastructure.
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2.9 RoadMap
Four Stages of Alyx RoadMap:

● Q3 2022
○ Whitepaper & Tokenomics
○ Seed Investment
○ Launch Testnet
○ Developer Activities
○ Private Sale

● Q4 2022
○ Phase I Public Sale
○ Phase II Public Sale
○ Launch Mainnet
○ Ecosystem Overview
○ Validator Election

● Q1 2023
○ Establish ALYX incubator
○ ZKEvm5 Layer 2 Alpha
○ ALYX DAO

● Q2 2023
○ Establish ALYX Labs
○ Announce New Technology
○ Activate DPoS(Delegated Proof-of-Stake)
○ ALYX Hackathon
○ ZKEvm Layer 2 Beta

——————————————————————————————————

5 ZKEvm is a layer 2 scaling solution which is EVM-compatible and  with Zero-knowledge technologies.  Please
refer to the link below to get more information:

“LAYER 2 Scaling Ethereum without compromising on security or decentralization" Available at ethereum official
site:
https://ethereum.org/en/layer-2/#:~:text=A%20layer%202%20is%20a%20separate%20blockchain%20that%20ex
tends%20Ethereum.&text=A%20layer%202%20blockchain%20regularly,layer%201%20protocol%20(Ethereum).
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2.10 Current Stage of Alyx
In Q3 2022, the Alyx Chain will officially launch its first phase, which will  focus on the whitepaper, Tokennomics,
establishing testnet and Developer Activities.

2.11 Future Development

2.11.1 MULTI CHAIN INFRASTRUCTURE
The future of interactions in the Alyx ecosystem emphasizes interoperability. Users and projects can easily
move their assets across different chains.

2.11.2 WEB 3.0 SYSTEM
Establish Alyx Incubator to discover and support potential Web3 projects and applications. Build a complete
infrastructure for a virtual and decentralized world, and to form a non-zero-sum decentralized federation

2.11.3 ZK-EVM LAYER 2 SCALING SOLUTIONS
GameFi and NFT-focused layer 2 chains will be built to support the development of more Web3 applications and
metaverse projects. These specialized chains with extremely high TPS and low transaction costs make
integrating blockchain a seamless experience for developers and users.

2.11.4 STARKWARE COMPATIBLE LAYER 3 SOLUTIONS
StarkWare6 Compatible Layer 3 Infrastructure will be established to support the Layer 3
(customization layer), to provide hyper scalability, better control of the technology stack for various
needs, and privacy, while maintaining the security guarantees provided by Ethereum (L1). The Layer2
Dapps like DYDX will migrate from Layer2 to Layer 3.

——————————————————————————————————

6 StarkWare is a Layer 3(Customization layer) solution.
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3.Participate in Test Environment of Alyx
Official Website: https://www.alyxchain.com

Mainnet:
mainnet chainid: 1314

mainnet PRC: https://rpc-mainnet.alyxchain.com
mainnet Blockchain Explorer: https://www.alyxscan.com
mainnet Native Token: ALYX

Testnet:
Testnet chainid: 135
Testnet PRC: https://testnet-rpc.alyxchain.com
Testnet Blockchain Explorer: https://testnet.alyxscan.com
Testnet Token: ALYX
Testnet Token Faucet: https://faucet.alyxchain.com/

Social Media
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Alyx_Chain
Telegram: https://t.me/AlyxChain
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/AlyxChainChannel
Medium: https://medium.com/@alyxchain
Discord: https://discord.gg/b8jzADM477
GitHub: https://github.com/alyx-group/go-alyx
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4.Appendix A: Blockchain Trilemma
The blockchain trilemma is a concept coined by Vitalik Buterin that proposes a set of three main issues that
developers encounter when building blockchains.

Centralization issues
In 2022 following the market

decline, several centralized crypto
lenders and exchanges including
Celsius, Hodlnaut, Vauld Crypto
Exchange and Babel Finance

froze withdrawals amidst liquidity
pressures.

Users have no control over their
assets and are at the mercy of

centralized authorities.

Security
Centralized lending protocols and

exchanges have been the target of
hackers since their inception. Even

the world’s largest centralized
cryptocurrency exchange Binance
got hacked in May 2019 with $40

million worth of bitcoin stolen.

Users have no control over
platform security and lose assets

entrusted to centralized
exchanges.

Scalability issues
As a blockchain grows, each block
becomes more difficult and costly

to validate. With an increasing
number of dApps, layer 1
blockchain networks are

experiencing congestion which
leads to slow processing speed

and expensive transactions fees.

Blockchains that are not built to be
scalable from the start experience

scalability issues over time.
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